
Dog’n Dog 
Players: 2-4 

Playing time: 20 minutes 

Ages: 7+ 

Game Design: Tetsuya Iida 

Game Mechanics: Mah-jongg (like Rummy) 

 

Components 

- 24 Dog Cards (4 cards of 1 to 6, one of each number is a red) 

- 12 Accessory Cards (Food, Bone and Disc; each 3 cards) 

- 1 House Card 

- 13 Trophy/Poo Cards (9 cards of 2 pts, 4 cards of 1pt) 

- This rule sheet 

 

How to play 

1. Determination of "Parent" (first player) 

Has a youngest dog (or youngest) player is "Parent". Put 

House card in front of the player with “1” face. The player 

other than "Parent" is "Child". 

 

2. How to proceed (Round start: preparation phase) 

2-1. Mix all Dog cards and Accessory cards (total: 36) and 

shuffle well with face down. 

2-2. Deal 4 cards to each player. 

2-3. Flip the next card, this is "Dora" in this round. You gain 

Bonus pts if you have the same number or the same picture 

card as the "Dora". 

2-4. Place the "Dora" in the center and the remaining cards 

face down on top of it in the vertical direction and place it as 

a "Deck". 

 

3. How to proceed (Game phase) 

3-1. Start playing from "Parent" and proceed with playing 

clockwise. 

3-2. When your turn comes, you draw a card from a Deck. It is 

called “Tsumo” to draw a card from a Deck. 

3-3. When you have 5 cards with "Tsumo", if you reach to 

Complete condition, you can declare "Tsumo" and reveal your 

hand and acquire the trophy. This is called "Tsumo finishing". 

 

【Complete conditions】 

*You must fulfill both two conditions at the same time. 

1) Combination of 2 cards + 3 cards. 

 - 2 same cards + 3 continuous numbers cards 

 - 2 same cards + 3 same cards 

2) There are 3 pts or more (Yaku, Bonuses) in total. 

 

3-4. If you don’t reach in that state yet or you don’t want to 

declare it yet, choose 1 card from your hand and discard it. 

You must be line up from left to right in front of you. 

3-5. When another player discards the card, if you reach to 

Complete condition including that card, declare "Ron" and 

you can reveal your hand and acquire the trophy. This is 

called "Ron finishing". However, you can’t declare "Ron" with 

the same number or the same picture card that are in the 

card you discarded. For example, if "Red 2" is inside your 

discarded card, you can’t declare “Ron” for "Red 2" or 

"(Normal) 2". 

 

【Scoring: Acquisition of Trophy or Poo】 

- You can get 1 trophy per 3 pts in total points. If a fraction 

gets out, it will be rounded down. (1 trophy for 4 · 5 pts, 2 

trophies for 6 pts) 

- In the case of "Ron finishing", the same number of Poo are 

given to the player who discard. When “Tsumo finishing” of 

"Parent", one Poo is given to all "Child". When “Ron finishing” 

of "Child", the same number of Poo are given to "Parent". 

- Trophies represent additional pts, Poos represent deduction 

pts, and each other are offset. Please try to express your 

score with as few number of cards as possible. 

(Example) If 2 Poos are given to a player who already has one 

trophy, it is 1 Poo with offset. 

 

3-6. If someone scores, that round will end. If "Parent" scores, 

“Parent” will not move to others in the next round. When 

"Child" scores, "Parent" (house card) moves clockwise. 

3-7. If a round ends without scoring anything, the last player 

(if you play with 4 players, the last player is fourth player) will 

win with “Drawing win”. "Parent" in the next round will move. 

3-8. Return to "2-1" and start the next round. 

3-9. When all players become "Parents" at least once, when 

the house card comes back to the first "Parent" after one 

round, turn over and put "2" on the front. When the second 

turn is over, the game is over. It is the victory of the player 

who has acquired the most trophies. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



Points list 

【Yaku】 

- Tanyao (1 pt) 

Combination of only "2 to 5" number cards. 

- ToiToi (1 pt) 

Combination of 2 same cards + 3 same cards. 

- Chanta (1 pt) 

Combination of two "1" or "6" + 3 continuous cards 

containing "1" or "6". 

- Accessories ("Food", "Disk", "Bone" 1 pt each) 

3 same accesorry cards. 

- Tsumo (1 pt) 

"Tsumo finishing", it is +1 pt. 

- Ri-chi (1 pt) 

In a state where it is possible to satisfy the complete 

condition by one more card, declare "Ri-chi" and discard with 

turning sideways. After that you will not be able to change 

the card in your hand, but instead it will be +1 pt when you 

score. 

- HaiTei (1 pt) 

When you declare “Ron” to the last discarded card in the 

round or declare “Tsumo” with last “Tsumo” card in the 

round, it is +1 pt. 

 

【Bonus】 

- Red number (1 pt × number of cards) 

It is +1 point per card with 1 to 6 red numbers, one by one. 

- Dora (1 pt × number of cards) 

It is +1 pt for each card of the same number or the same 

picture as "Dora" determined at the start of the round. 

- Ippatsu (1 pt) 

After “Ri-chi” yourself, if you score within 1 lap (until your 

next turn), it is +1 pt. (Even "Tsumo finishing" or "Ron 

finishing" is acceptable) 

- Ura-Dora (1 pt × number of cards) 

If the Deck remained when scored with "Ri-chi", reveal the 

top card of the Deck as an additional "Dora" card. It is subject 

to bonus pts just like ordinary "Dora". 

*"Ura-Doraa" can’t include "3 pts or more" calculation. 

- Parent Bonus (2 pts) 

When "Parent" scored, it is +2 pts. 

*"Parent Bonus" can’t include "3 pts or more" calculation. 

 

【Drawing win】 

*Get 1 trophy regardless of the contents of your hand. 

If a round ends without scoring anything, the last player (if 

you play with 4 players, the last player is fourth player) will 

win with “Drawing win”. That player get 1 trophy and 1 Poo is 

given to "Parent". "Parent" in the next round will move. 

 

 

 

 

Trophies 

【Yaku-Man】 

*Get trophies regardless of pts. 

- Ten-ho (3 trophies) 

“Tsumo finishing” with the first "Tsumo" of “Parent” in the 

round. Unnecessary with 3 pts or more, only need 

combination of 2 cards + 3 cards. 

- Chi-ho (2 trophies) 

“Tsumo finishing” with the first “Tsumo” of “Child” in the 

round, or “Ron finishing” before the first “Tsumo” of “Child” 

him/herself in the round. Unnecessary with 3 pts or more, 

only need combination of 2 cards + 3 cards. 

- All Red (2 trophies) 

Combination of only red number card and "Disc". 

- Tsu-I-So (2 trophies) 

Combination of only Accessory cards. 

- Chin-Lo-To (3 trophies) 

Combination of only "1" and "6" cards. 

 

When "Parents" scored “Yaku-Man” with “Tsumo finishing”, 1 

Poo is given to all other "Child" each. When "Child" scored 

“Yaku-Man” with “Tsumo finishing”, the same number of Poo 

is given to "Parent". Even if "Parent" or "Child" scored 

“Yaku-Man” with “Ron finishing”, the same number of Poo is 

given to the player who discarded. 

 

Tips 

When two or more players declare "Ron" at the same time 

for the same discard? 

The player who is nearby “Parent” win. P(#1) > #2 > #3 > #4 

When multiple “Yaku-Man” are completed at the same time? 

All are scored. Please earn the number of trophies you added. 

When scored at "Hai-Tei", what do you do about "Ura-Dora"? 

There is no cards in the Deck already, there is no "Ura-Dora". 

If you mistakenly declare and you reveal your hand? 

2 Poos are given to that player and start over from the 

beginning of the round. 

Can you declare “Tsumo” with the same number card or the 

same picture card as those in the card you discarded? 

Yes. It is only "Ron finishing” that you can’t be done. 
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